
Car 64 Gets a New Roof Cover 

During the Pullman maintenance period it was decided to replace the aluminium sheeting roof 
cover on Car 64 (“Christine”) for a traditional canvas. In recent times there has been evidence 
of water ingress, and after the awful experience of having to partially rebuild “Fingall” a few 
years ago due to a similar roof covering problem, the decision was made to fit a canvas to Car 
64 as soon as possible. 

Immediately the Pullman entered the paint shop, the cant rail and rain strips and all of the roof 
furniture and filler pipe assemblies were removed. The aluminium sheets were taken off to 
reveal the roof boards, which were new when the car had its last overhaul. Fortunately, the 
boards showed no sign of deterioration, but there were signs of water accessing them in the 
areas of the rain strips—the softwood boards had turned grey here. The shaped copper roof 
end covers were left in place.   

The roof was then allowed to completely dry out, and the canvas was spread out over it so that 
the creases could be reduced to a minimum. A date was chosen for the canvas fitting, and 
various regular volunteers were contacted to make sure that they would be available at the 
C&W on the day. With the use of all three scissor lifts, the team covered the roof between the 
copper end caps with a layer of roof canvas bonding compound, and the canvas was then 
stretched over it and fitted, one side at a time. 

After smoothing out carefully with wooden blocks, the excess canvas was trimmed off the ends 
and sides, and holes were cut for the fans and vents. Copper tacks keep the edges fixed down. 

The new canvas was then painted with a 50:50 white spirit-diluted coat of white undercoat, 
which soaked right into the material. After a sufficient drying time, a stronger undercoat was 
applied, and it has now had a full-strength undercoat. We are now looking at refitting the cant 
rail strips and new hardwood rain strips. The old rain strips, which had been formed of two 
PVCu sections side-by-side, are not being reused as on the west side they had become brittle 
and some breakage occurred on their removal. 

The roof will now need cinder boards fitted before the destination board brackets are 
reattached to stop cinders becoming trapped behind the destination boards and burning holes 
in the canvas. To save money these cinder boards have been guillotined from one of the old 
aluminium roof sheets. 

Thanks go to the staff and volunteers who have helped with this important task. There will be 
no let-up in getting on and finishing the roof job so that Car 64 will be ready for use when next 
required, but at least it will be well protected and available for traffic for many years. 

By Sheina Foulkes, Supervisor, Carriage & Wagon Department  

 


